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For her diligent study in both the Biological and Biomedical Sciences, exceptional course scores, and conscientious desire to assist her Sciences classmates, Meghan Buddy is awarded the 2022 Outstanding Student in the Department of Biological Sciences. Meghan possesses a fierce intellect wrapped in a kind heart and is one of the most dedicated tutors in our department who actively generates helpful study materials for her classmates. She has a genuine passion for piecing together scientific details into a cohesive broader understanding of biology. Meghan exemplifies the thoughtful perseverance necessary for successful biological research and the genuine kindness and willingness to help others that are required of an effective clinician. She is respectful, professional, and seeks to create a sense of community in those with whom she interacts.

Meghan’s Words of Gratitude
Thank you so much for such wonderful recognition! I am so blessed to have been a part of the SBCC biology community for the past four years. It has been an honor to study under so many wonderful professors and to have tutored for as well (shout out to Professor Barron, Dr. Tro, and Dr. Tanowitz)! I am looking forward to my future in cell, molecular, and developmental biology, and feel prepared to do so thanks to such a wonderful school.